
Electric forklifts offer lower operating and maintenance costs than diesel or propane, 
and offer improved health and safety conditions, particularly with indoor use applications.
Rebates are available for conversion, new construction, fleet retention and refurbished
fleet additions.

Benefits of electric forklifts
Companies that convert from internal combustion (IC) to electric forklifts reduce
operating costs in three ways:

1. Fuel1 – 40 cents of electricity performs the same work as $1.50 of propane,
customers can save $3,300 on fuel per forklift, per year.

2. Maintenance2 – With fewer parts to repair, electric forklifts cost up to 40% less
to maintain.

3. Operations3 – With no tanks to change and no need to change batteries, companies
can reduce labor costs by $75,000 per year.

What is the payback period?
The payback period depends on the size and utilization of the forklift. However, leases
often have minimal cost differences. When converting from a conventional, to an electric
forklift, you will see immediate savings due to no longer having recurring conventional
fuel expenses.

How do electric forklifts reduce greenhouse gas emissions?
Using electricity to power forklifts results in the lowest well-to-wheel greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions of any forklift fuel (Source: US Department of Energy).
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Today’s powerful and
responsive electric
forklifts are revolutionizing
goods movement and
manufacturing. Technology
advancements such as
higher voltage and
AC-drive systems, and
high-frequency charging,
have boosted electric
forklift performance and
industry acceptance.



Companies that convert their forklift fleet to electric
significantly reduce operating and maintenance costs.

High Frequency Charging
The electrical service required by a fleet is determined by
the work that needs to be accomplished. Using energy
modeling software, we can pinpoint the exact amount of
energy your fleet will need, and even include growth
projections. Then we work with your facilities team and/or
contractors to design the most cost effective installation.

Technology advancements such as high frequency battery
charging bolster electric forklift performance and
effectiveness, and therefore industry acceptance. A forklift
is typically in operation 50% of the time, so most electric
forklifts can operate for two 8-hour shifts on a single
battery and charger. Ferroresonant and silicon controlled
rectifier (SCR) has been the dominate forklift battery
charging technology for decades. Two newer technologies,
hybrid (controlled ferroresonant) and high frequency (switch
mode) chargers, generally have more sophisticated charge
controls and improved power conversion efficiency than the
two dominate technologies.

High frequency battery chargers are composed of a
switching circuit that utilizes an insulated-gate bipolar
transistor (IGBT), which switches at much higher
frequencies than other charger types. High switching
frequencies improve power conversion efficiency. IGBTs
also enable better voltage and current control, because of
their ability to be switched on and off precisely and can
improve charge return, reduce maintenance and battery
power.

Benefits:
æ Faster, more efficient battery charging
æ Operational energy cost savings
æ Batter voltage and current control to increase batter life

Eligibility Requirements
æ Forklifts must operate a minimum of 40 hours/week
æ This program may be used in conjunction with the ETS
vehicle rate, but is not required

Eligible Forklift Equipment
æ Class 1 electric indoor or outdoor forklifts

o 36V, 48V or 80V
o 3,000 – 12,000 pound lift capacity

æ Class 2 indoor narrow-aisle forklifts
o 24V, 36V or 48V
o 3,000 – 5,000 pound lift capacity

Equipment Type      Rebate amount

Conversion (fuel replaced with electric) $2,000

Fleet addition or new construction $2,000
(new equipment)

Retention (electric to electric) $500
or refurbished fleet addition

High frequency battery charger $500

CONTACT US
For any questions or assistance in making these savings a 
reality for your business, please contact your local energy 
expert at Nobles Cooperative Electric.

Sources:
1. EnerSys C2E Rules of Thumb Corporate Update. Assumes 2,000

hours/year with a burn rate of 1.5 gallons/hour – 3,000 gallons/year
and propane cost of $1.50/gallon, and 2,000 hours/year with a burn
rate of 6 kWh/hour – 12,000 kWh/year and an electricity cost of 10
cents/kWh.

2. Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI)

3. EnerSys estimate: (20 truck fleet; 2 shifts/day; 312 days/year; 2 tank
changes / fills a day; each tank change / fill = 15 minutes (consider
travel to the exchange / fill station); 30 minutes a day; 10 labor hours
per day changing tanks @ $25 hour – 250 /day; x 300 days = $75,000).


